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BEYOND “BIG GOVERNMENT”: TOWARD NEW LEGAL HISTORIES OF THE NEW DEAL ORDER’S END

Gabriel L. Levine*


INTRODUCTION

New York State wants congestion pricing in Manhattan. In September 2021, Governor Kathy Hochul announced that she supported efforts to charge at least some drivers entering the busiest parts of the borough. Congestion pricing already exists in London, Singapore, and elsewhere. Los Angeles is looking into it too. Though New York’s congestion pricing politics have proven troublesome—it turns out car commuters don’t want to pay to go to work each day or rearrange their daily routines to travel by train—the policy seems to be a sensible way to encourage the country’s largest metropolitan area to reduce its carbon footprint and to fund investment in public transit. If
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voters allow it, congestion pricing seems worth a shot. We are, after all, in the middle of a global climate crisis.

So there was something tragic, or maybe just absurd, when in August 2021, the Metropolitan Transportation Authority announced that environmental review of the New York City Congestion Pricing Project would take about sixteen months. This review is required under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), one of the bedrock laws protecting human health and environmental quality in the United States. To be sure, congestion pricing is not a perfect policy; nothing is. But its climate and health benefits, at least, seem clear. Why, then, would environmental safeguards stymie this initiative? Why would they impose more than a year of waiting when climate danger is already upon us? Something has gone awry.

New York’s experience with congestion pricing is, alas, not an isolated case. Professors J.B. Ruhl and James Salzman have recently argued that the “Old Green Laws,” with NEPA and its state analogues foremost among them, threaten progress toward a “Green New Deal.” This isn’t just a matter of regulatory schemes such as congestion pricing; building green infrastructure large and small will require “major” governmental actions of all sorts, from spending to permitting. In some cases, environmental laws such as NEPA and its state analogues may alert the government to hidden costs. But these procedural requirements generally apply bluntly to both threats and opportunities, imposing presumptions of harm even on those projects necessary for averting disaster. New environmental laws, therefore, seem necessary for confronting new challenges.

Professor Paul Sabin’s excellent book, Public Citizens: The Attack on Big Government and the Remaking of American Liberalism, illuminates the status quo from which some climate activists, as well as a broader cohort of “supply-side progressives,” now wish to break. Public Citizens is not exactly a prehistory of our current environmental discontents. (More on that later.) Rather, it examines the “public-interest” legal movement, of which NEPA and laws like it are a product. Sabin’s focus is the network of nonprofit organizations led
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(some literally, others symbolically) by Ralph Nader in the 1960s and '70s. These groups aimed to serve the previously unorganized public by providing a countervailing force against both business and government. Environmentalism was central to the public-interest legal movement, linking new consumer advocacy with older conservationist campaigning. Nader and his allies were remarkably successful both in litigating for environmental causes and in pressing for new legislation. But, Sabin argues, by criticizing the government, they unwittingly helped undermine public confidence in it. Ultimately, public-interest law helped unmake the New Deal order from within.

Though *Public Citizens* masterfully links legal advocacy to the broader history of American political economy, the book does not quite fulfill its own ambitions. Sabin shows that public-interest liberals were often harsh critics of the postwar state and the political coalitions that sustained it. In this respect, Nader and his allies had surprising affinities with the New Right. But unlike the conservatives who ultimately triumphed, public-interest liberals typically sought to expand the federal government, not—in Grover Norquist's charming phrase—to cut it to the size where they could drown it in a bathtub. Nader was not the unwitting ally of Ronald Reagan, his antibureaucracy rhetoric notwithstanding.

Nonetheless, understanding public-interest liberalism remains an essential task for historians, one that I begin to take up here. Public-interest liberals transformed American governance in ways that still benefit us today, but which have also left the state vulnerable to conservative opposition. I examine this dynamic by sketching a new historical account of public-interest liberals' vision, focusing on environmental law in the 1960s and '70s. Environmental law was at the heart of both public-interest liberalism and of the late twentieth-century transformations of the American administrative state. In studying how lawyers worked to address the "insidious impacts of new technologies" (p. 23), we can see more clearly how they transformed American governance. Though environmental law is notoriously difficult to define in the abstract, its creation marked a specific historical development in American legal thought and practice. Environment law, therefore, provides a powerful lens through which to view the whole of public-interest law—and the New Deal order's end more broadly.

11. See infra Part II.
The New Deal order, I argue, was not monolithic, but instead combined several distinct approaches to public policy. Chief among these were regulation and spending. Public-interest liberals embraced the former but not the latter, transmuting the New Deal’s economic regulation into the “new social regulation.” Public-interest liberals fused to regulation a moralized commitment to adversarial legalism. They hoped to escape from politics into law, and through law to develop ideals suitable for a new, environmental age. This synthesis of regulation and legalism was generative but short-lived. With their moral vision wedded so closely to law, public-interest liberals were unable to muster an effective, principled alternative when the courts turned hostile. In the 1970s and ’80s, conservative judges dashed environmental legalism’s grandest hopes. Regulation endured, but without the moral vision that had sustained it just a decade earlier. Today’s challenges reflect not only the triumph of “small government” but also the limits of public-interest liberalism as an alternative.


I. PUBLIC CITIZENS VERSUS THE NEW DEAL ORDER

Lawyers today might not always imagine the 1970s as a period of major liberal change, but forty or fifty years ago legal scholars believed the legal order of the New Deal had recently undergone sweeping reforms from the left. One major article described the replacement of the “expertise” model of the New Deal period by a new “interest representation” model in administrative law.15 Another argued that federal environmental laws had gone “beyond the New Deal.”16 A third described “the Public Interest era” as breaking from the New Deal even as it left most existing legislation untouched.17 The conservative politics of the last several decades, however, often overshadow these accomplishments. And when progressives seek models for today, they typically look further back to the New Deal.18 The Roosevelt and Reagan administrations both seem more important than what happened in between them.

Public Citizens can be understood as historicizing—and expanding upon—the consensus among law professors of the 1970s and ’80s. This is less a story of liberals joining conservatives to unmake the New Deal order, than

16. See Bruce A. Ackerman & William T. Hassler, Beyond the New Deal: Coal and the Clean Air Act, 89 YALE L.J. 1466 (1980).
of liberalism coming to reflect public-interest lawyers’ ideas. As Sabin shows, the break from the New Deal was a fraught process of coalition formation and institution building; it was not foreordained that the “Public Interest era” would lie “beyond the New Deal.” Public-interest lawyers, however, effectively transformed government institutions to reflect their skepticism of bureaucrats and their demands for robust public participation. We still live today, Sabin suggests, with the Naderization of the left.

Part I of Public Citizens, “A Great Power with No Challengers,” describes the New Deal legal and political-economic order, as well as early challenges to it.

In Sabin’s account, the post-World War II political economy is best understood as “a kind of managed capitalism,” involving a “productive partnership between government, business, and labor” (p. 3). Sabin risks exaggerating this peacable image, underplaying the racial and economic strife that plagued the New Deal order. Even in the United States’ industrial core, for example, white property owners fought successfully against labor unions to resist racial integration. Still, for many of the New Deal order’s white, male beneficiaries, it really did seem harmonious, and the discord of the 1960s came as a shock.

For Sabin’s protagonists, the New Deal state had two principal failings, both concerning administrative agencies. First, agencies sometimes regulated in ways that favored industry over consumers. “Regulatory capture” of this sort was the focus of the Nader-led investigative reports that form the core of Chapter Five. Second, even when not captured, agencies occasionally acted unthinkingly, pursuing bureaucratic needs at the expense of social goods. Critics such as Jane Jacobs and Rachel Carson, whom Sabin discusses in Chapter Two, leveled this charge at urban planners and agricultural administrators.

Sabin’s focus on bureaucracies presents a fresh account of the New Deal order’s fate. Sabin is not alone in contending that “New Deal big-government liberalism contained within it the seeds of its own decline” (p. xviii). But, in contrast to those who attribute this fall to American “individualism,” Sabin focuses on the public policy generated by the postwar “partnership” of government, business, and labor. Industrialization, suburbanization, and infrastructure development all started as real goods (at least for some). But soon,


they came to seem both ecologically destructive and psychologically alienating. In other words, the New Deal order had achieved prosperity but on unsustainable terms. This is what generated the public-interest backlash (p. 14). Though Sabin does not put the point in these terms, his narrative suggests a broader theoretical point: sustainability might be not only a political virtue but also a practical requirement for securing public trust in government.

Part II of Public Citizens, “Who Regulates the Regulator?,” turns to Sabin’s main actors: Nader and his allies, especially those in environmental law.

Starting in 1969, Nader’s organizations began publishing blistering attacks on federal agencies. The Nader Report on the Federal Trade Commission alleged “alcoholism, spectacular lassitude, and office absenteeism, incompetence by the most modest standards, and a lack of commitment to the regulatory mission” (p. 39). Vanishing Air described federal air-pollution regulators as a “disorganized band of government officials acting out a pollution control charade” (p. 78). And Water Wasteland called federal water-pollution control efforts “a complex charade carried out by ‘long-faltering, if not pathetic, bureaucracies’” (p. 84). These were words meant to create scandals, ones to which the captive audiences of the broadcast era had little choice but to pay attention (p. 87). In each case, government officials felt compelled to respond; legislative reforms followed suit (pp. 84–86).

Nader’s organizations were joined by dedicated environmental groups (p. 90). In discussing these organizations, Sabin builds upon his pathbreaking article, “Environmental Law and the End of the New Deal Order.”23 The practice of environmental law, Sabin explains, predated most environmental laws.24 Years before NEPA or the Clean Air Act, there arose a small but vibrant ecosystem of environmental lawyers.25 And these attorneys shared Nader’s skepticism about governmental bureaucracies. Inspired by recent victories for civil rights, they sought redress from liberals’ historical adversary: the courts. In other words, they “sue[d] the bastards.”26

Suing the bastards, it turned out, was easier with sympathetic judges. This was the Warren Court’s heyday, and even relatively conservative jurists encouraged public-interest litigation. Sabin shows that decisions from this period such as Office of Communication of the United Church of Christ v. Federal Communications Commission27 and Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v.

---
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Federal Power Commission\(^{28}\) provided—as one public-interest lawyer put it—a new “foundation-stone” for legal activism (p. 95). The Environmental Defense Fund, the Natural Resources Defense Council, and the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund all made use of these cases (p. 98). Other helpful decisions soon followed. Some, like Abbott Laboratories v. Gardner\(^{29}\) and Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe\(^{30}\) became part of today’s administrative law canon;\(^{31}\) others, like the D.C. Circuit’s efforts to impose extrastatutory procedural requirements on federal agencies, were later rejected by the U.S Supreme Court.\(^{32}\)

Good law, however, was not enough. Public-interest liberals needed strong institutions, and these institutions came to define public-interest liberalism. The New Deal order, as Sabin describes it, was a system of “countervailing powers.”\(^{33}\) Government, business, and labor were preeminent. To this tripartite scheme, the public-interest movement sought to add its own nonprofit organizations (p. 41). Their role would be to keep the other powers “insecure” (p. 59). “I really literally want to see 5,000 public interest lawyers in this town in six years,” said Nader in 1971 (pp. 70–71). He had little trouble convincing young elites in “revolt”\(^{34}\) that they could escape “alienation” by joining his new organizations.\(^{35}\) Funders such as the Ford Foundation, for their part, could be assured that Nader’s Raiders were “doing exactly what the establishment advised—working peacefully within the system to change the system” (pp. 46–47).


Public-interest liberalism became both better established and more ambitious throughout the 1970s. Having started out targeting specific bureaucracies, Nader and his allies began advocating for broader institutional reforms (p. 115). Sabin’s focus remains in Part III on the public-interest movement,

\(^{28}\) 354 F.2d 608 (2d Cir. 1965).

\(^{29}\) 387 U.S. 136 (1967).

\(^{30}\) 401 U.S. 402 (1971).

\(^{31}\) Jerry L. Mashaw, Rethinking Judicial Review of Administrative Action: A Nineteenth Century Perspective, 32 CARDOZO L. REV. 2241, 2252 n.43 (describing Abbott Laboratories as “seminal”); id. at 2244 (describing Overton Park as “iconic”).
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\(^{35}\) Pp. 66, 74. In emphasizing the need for liberal legal organizations, Sabin supplements Steven Teles’s foundational scholarship on the conservative legal movement. See STEVEN M. TELES, THE RISE OF THE CONSERVATIVE LEGAL MOVEMENT (Ira Katznelson, Martin Shefter & Theda Skocpol eds., 2008). On the one hand, public-interest liberals, no less than conservatives, needed institutions and not just ideas; on the other hand, public-interest liberals endured less trial and error than their conservative counterparts, perhaps because they were somewhat friendlier critics of the dominant regime.
but larger changes were afoot: from the 1969 McGovern-Fraser Commission to the 1974 Freedom of Information Act Amendments, new forms of public oversight were emerging to discipline government.\textsuperscript{36}

Despite these congenial developments, public-interest opposition to “the system” sometimes stalled or even backfired. During the Carter administration, public-interest liberals populated the White House and federal agencies (pp. 136–37). But when it came to making policy, the movement and the administration squabbled.\textsuperscript{37} These challenges were exacerbated by the growing conservative movement, which appropriated the language of “the public interest” for its own purposes (pp. 131–32). The Carter administration, Sabin shows, “struggled for balance” between left and right without much success.\textsuperscript{38} Drawing again on his earlier published work,\textsuperscript{39} Sabin illustrates the dilemmas of Carter’s “disjunctive” presidency.\textsuperscript{40} Its legacies, Sabin explains, included both regulation and deregulation, the preservation of liberal policies and the reform of those policies’ implementation (p. 171). This ambivalence satisfied few, including those in the public-interest movement. Though Nader declined to run for president in 1980, environmental crusader Barry Commoner echoed Nader’s rhetoric in a doomed third-party campaign (pp. 158–59). Ronald Reagan won resoundingly, promising to reject Carter’s liberalism while radicalizing his skepticism of regulation (p. 167).

Public-interest liberalism lived on, despite Reagan’s efforts to deconstruct much of the administrative state.\textsuperscript{41} But by 1980, the movement’s insistence that—as Reagan put it—“government is the problem” buttressed an agenda very different from its own (p. 168).

II. FROM NADERISM TO REAGANISM?

Public Citizens describes one shift in American politics, but the book arrives in the midst of another. Whereas public-interest lawyers once criticized the New Deal’s legacy, left activists now hope to revive it. Sabin mostly overlooks these recent developments: neither Donald Trump nor the Green New Deal appears in his book’s index. Yet Sabin suggests that public-interest lawyers’ challenges remain our own. The need “to balance support for public action with an increasingly sophisticated awareness of the limitations and flaws of government,” he claims, is a tension in American liberalism “that remains unresolved to this day” (p. xvii).


\textsuperscript{37} See, e.g., p. 140.


\textsuperscript{39} See id.

\textsuperscript{40} See p. 170; Stephen Skowronek, The Politics Presidents Make 39–40 (2d ed. 1997).

\textsuperscript{41} See, e.g., p. 174.
Public Citizens offers an imperfect picture of the present, however, because it attempts to draw too much from its historical materials. Even as Nader and his allies “remade American liberalism,” they expanded the federal government’s reach. Conservatives and public-interest liberals offered a common diagnosis of government’s ills: regulatory capture. For this reason, the former may have taken some rhetorical cues from the latter. But, as Sabin recognizes, the two groups’ prescriptions differed starkly. Public-interest liberals usually endorsed not deregulation, but rather a combination of regulatory reform and regulatory expansion (p. xvii). To acknowledge that conservatives’ victories followed Nader’s rise is not, by itself, to show that public-interest liberalism actually abetted deregulation writ large. Instead, Public Citizens mostly shows public-interest liberals achieving success after success for “big government”—the very triumphs that Reagan targeted (p. 168).

Consider Nader’s first great legislative achievement: the simultaneous enactment in 1966 of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act and the Highway Safety Act. Sabin twice uses this accomplishment to juxtapose Nader with liberalism’s old guard. In the first pages of Public Citizens, Sabin describes a New York Times feature publishing Nader’s praise for the new laws alongside President Lyndon B. Johnson’s comments (pp. xi-xii). Later on, Sabin contrasts Nader’s work lobbying for new regulatory mandates with lawyer Lloyd Cutler’s efforts to curtail them. “The old Democratic Party establishment,” Sabin writes, “with its interwoven ties between government and business, was being forced to negotiate with its new liberal critics” (pp. 29–30). Nader won: the statutes ushered in important regulatory innovations and, thanks in large part to Nader’s efforts, were more stringent than those the Johnson administration had initially proposed.42

What sort of challenge, exactly, had Nader posed to the “old Democratic Party establishment”? Nader questioned the “partnership” among business, labor, and government by insisting that the state do more than “structure the economic interactions of market participants” (p. 8). He did not, however, suggest that government as such was the problem. Nader wrote Unsafe at Any Speed while working in government for Assistant Secretary of Labor Daniel Patrick Moynihan. While Moynihan had earlier “attacked” the National Safety Council, a federally chartered nonprofit organization, for blaming drivers for car crashes (p. 28), Nader directed his own criticisms in Unsafe at Any Speed primarily at the automobile industry.43 It was not Nader but Moynihan who later clashed with liberal Democrats from the right.44 And it was Cutler, a corporate lawyer, who later served as White House counsel to triangulators

42. See, e.g., pp. 30–31.
43. RALPH NAĐER, UNSAFE AT ANY SPEED (1966). Nader did include government employees among the dreaded “traffic safety establishment” as well. See id. at 5.
Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton. Nader’s complaints about the status quo were not complaints about “big-government liberalism.” Instead, as Sabin acknowledges, Nader came out of “a longer progressive tradition” (p. 32), one that had no basic quarrel with regulatory expansion.

This pattern recurs throughout Public Citizens. Nearly every time Nader and his allies challenged the post-New Deal “establishment,” they expanded the state’s reach. Nader and his allies accused the Federal Trade Commission of absenteeism and alcoholism but “thought that an expanded agency staff should engage in ‘positive detective work’ ” to investigate corporations (pp. 39–40). They criticized the leadership of the United Mine Workers of America but “helped advance a series of laws to protect” coal workers (p. 60). And they offered “a scathing . . . critique of federal air-pollution control efforts” but won stricter regulations and greater enforcement (pp. 76–78). These were real clashes with liberalism’s old guard, but all those participating presumed “big government’s” necessity. Indeed, though Sabin quotes a 1971 syndicated column describing Nader as taking on “Big Business, Big Labor, and even more important, Big Government” (p. 59), that same column cheered that, “[w]ith [Nader’s] prodding, though, the government seems to be doing much better.”

Even where public-interest liberals did seek to limit regulators’ authority, Sabin overstates their successes. Sabin notes that in Sierra Club v. Morton, Justice William O. Douglas argued, “the courts had an obligation to defend the public interest against . . . captured agencies” (p. 98). But Douglas’s opinion was a dissent. Though not a total defeat for environmentalists, Sierra Club made public-interest challenges of regulatory decisions harder by tightening standing requirements. And Sierra Club was only the first case in a decades-long retreat from the relaxed regime promised by United Church of Christ. Standing doctrine’s proadministrative turn was not an outlier. In Vermont Yankee v. Natural Resources Defense Council, the U.S. Supreme Court curtailed lower-court experimentation in agency oversight, in Chevron v. Natural Resources Defense Council, the Court enshrined deference toward agency interpretation of statutes. In short, insofar as public-interest liberals and the government clashed directly, the government often won.

Sabin’s evidence from the Carter administration similarly suggests the limits of Public Citizen’s arguments. Carter rejected public-interest liberals’ proposals in areas ranging from automobile safety to dam construction (ch. 8).

46. Clayton Fritchey, A Unique Phenomenon: Ralph Nader, NEWSDAY, Jan. 6, 1971, at 2B.
47. 405 U.S. 727 (1972).
49. Id. at 739–40 (majority opinion).
Carter, it is true, did not simply betray public-interest liberalism. Rather, “[i]nformed by the public interest critique of government, [he] sought to reimagine the active administrative state as a flawed but still vital enterprise” (p. 150). Reforms such as the Paperwork Reduction Act reflected public-interest liberals’ influence even as they restricted the administrative state (p. 170). But were the aspirations of those who wanted to make regulation “government-proof” really vindicated by initiatives that aimed to give corporations more “flexibility” (p. 153)? Public-interest liberals did not think so. By 1980, Nader and his allies were wholly disillusioned with Carter’s administration (p. 160). To be sure, there were some important exceptions. For example, many liberals, including Nader, supported Carter’s deregulation of the airline industry. But as Sabin’s account suggests, such instances were overshadowed in Nader’s eyes by the administration’s regulatory timidity.

Sabin’s work does suggest another plausible argument in a domain he mentions but does not examine in depth: institutional design. In at least three crucial areas, public-interest liberals helped usher in reforms that may have empowered business interests and conservatives more than “public citizens.”

First, public-interest reforms by Congress after Watergate sometimes backfired. Limits on the power of committee chairpersons and the decline in congressional earmarks encouraged “a politics that was less transactional and more ideological” (p. 119). Restrictions on campaign donations “ironically pushed political funding into corporate political action committees and other extraparty vehicles that empowered lobbyists” (p. 119). These reforms dovetailed with earlier efforts to open political parties to popular participation, which redounded to similarly mixed effect.

Second, NEPA and its state analogues often shifted power “to narrow, self-organized groups” protecting private interests against progressive government initiatives (p. 193). Some of NEPA’s leading proponents had hoped to create an “environmental intelligence system” that would teach agencies to think ecologically. But liberal lawyers quickly seized upon this statutory scheme by opening it to greater litigation, hoping for broad public scrutiny of agency decisions (pp. 103–04). Despite their often-praiseworthy aims and substantial accomplishments, liberal lawyers unintentionally empowered the well-resourced.

Third, federal transparency laws such as the Freedom of Information Act turned out to abet conservative activists and corporate interests, notwithstanding public-interest liberals’ intentions. Sabin claims these statutes “helped to force open the workings of the government” to public scrutiny.


55. See, e.g., pp. 107–08.
(p. 162). In this, he probably shares the common view. But as Margaret Kwoka has shown, for-profit companies frequently use FOIA to request commercially valuable information.56 More generally, David Pozen has argued that transparency has undergone “ideological drift”: its “political valence has become less progressive and more libertarian” since public-interest liberalism’s heyday.57

Together, these and other reforms might have inadvertently disabled the state, perhaps undermining public confidence that the state could do much at all.

Sabin does not much discuss these examples, perhaps because he focuses instead on political messaging. Presidents Carter, Clinton, and Obama, he writes, all embraced something of the public-interest liberals’ “complex view of government, yet struggled to ‘sell’ it politically to the nation” (p. xvii). These cases, however, show something different; “big government” sometimes undermined itself despite public-interest liberals’ public support. NEPA, FOIA, and congressional reform were not meant to check public power but to enhance “the efficacy and authority of the state itself.”58 Public-interest liberals, then, did not usher in deregulation. But they did make choices about how to secure government against capture, which shaped liberalism’s character more broadly and, in some cases, left government vulnerable to attack.

Sabin, of course, acknowledges that Nader and his allies made mistakes. But he describes their errors as merely accidental, rather than as the predictable (if unintended) result of their ideology. Our answers, Sabin suggests, must be theirs, only better. But public-interest liberalism does not exhaust our options for confronting government’s flaws. History and theory offer other approaches to politics, even if one stays within the liberal tradition. As Public Citizens begins to show, the movement Sabin describes was only one possible response to the New Deal order’s limitations. Unless we recognize public-interest liberalism’s contingency, then and today, we cannot fully explain its successes and failures.

To sum up: Sabin shows that Naderites and Reaganites “sounded a surprising number of common themes” (p. 167), but he does not prove that public-interest liberals actually helped undermine “big government.” The Naderization of the left was not the end of the New Deal order. The partial convergence of “left” and “right” surely made it more likely that public policy would develop toward points of agreement. But if both “left” and “right” criticisms of government were prevalent, what is needed is some explanation of why the conservative version triumphed.

58. Id. at 122.
III. BEYOND “BIG GOVERNMENT”

This explanation should start where Sabin leaves off, building upon his foundational work toward new accounts of the New Deal order’s end. Public Citizens documents a remarkable transformation in liberal legal thought in the 1960s and ’70s. This development, in turn, begat profound changes in American governance, especially within the administrative state. These changes matter not because they abetted the New Right’s rise, but because they proved so vulnerable to it. The “Public Interest Era” did not last long before being replaced by “presidential administration.”

Below, I begin setting out my own account of the legal transformations underpinning the New Deal order’s end. Following Sabin, I focus on environmental law, given its intellectual and institutional importance. Environmentalism was at the heart of the public-interest movement. It is there that historians should now look to explain the 1970s’ seismic transformations in American governance.

Rather than asking how much government public-interest liberals wanted, I ask what kind of government they made. I argue that environmental law in this period uneasily fused two distinct but related commitments. On the one hand, environmental law was regulatory: it constrained private conduct rather than direct the provision of goods through the fisc or public ownership. On the other hand, it was also legalistic: it aimed to remove certain questions from ordinary politics, and to place them into a legal domain that environmentalists imagined as partly autonomous. This synthesis was highly generative, creating much of the life-saving law that still protects us today. But when courts turned against environmentalism, liberals could offer little in response, for they had reasoned so thoroughly within law’s terms. Their moral vision, then, proved fragile. Environmental law as we know it today, for all its enduring importance, is what remains of a short-lived intellectual synthesis.

A. Regulation’s Monopoly on Policy

Understanding early environmental law’s character begins with recognizing which governance techniques it embraced and which it slighted. This recognition, in turn, requires unbundling the New Deal order. Regulation and spending often went together in the years before Nader’s rise, but the two could and did come apart in environmental law.

For most lawyers today, the New Deal order is centrally defined by the federal government’s expanded regulatory authority. Regulation served a crucial role within the system of “countervailing powers.” “Large businesses would check each other’s excesses through competition, and powerful unions would represent the interests of workers. Government would play a crucial role, ensuring that the system did not tilt too far in one direction or the other”

Regulation thus served to stabilize the political economy. Administrators had substantial leeway to stabilize as they saw fit: agencies could announce prospective policies through adjudication; standing rules generally restricted litigation to those economically harmed by administrative decisions; and even before *Chevron*, courts accorded significant deference to administrative interpretations of statutes. These rules generated much legal work, as scholars examined the promise and limits of “judicial control of administrative action.”

Regulation, however, was not the only means by which government “intervened” in the economy. Fiscal policy was equally important, and infrastructure was among its central domains. As Sabin writes, “Labor, capital, and government worked in tandem to fuel the postwar economic boom, remaking the American landscape with complex infrastructure to manage water, energy, transportation, and housing” (p. 9). Projects such as highways, dams, and power plants exemplified this trend. Infrastructure occupied a distinctive position within legal thought; though law pervasively structured American infrastructure, lawyers denied that first-order decisionmaking about infrastructure was their job. And indeed, governance through infrastructure seemed to call for skills quite different from those of the traditional lawyer’s craft. This perception, perhaps, made spending less immediately attractive to lawyers seeking policy change.

Environmental law as constructed in the late 1960s and 1970s relied largely upon regulation rather than spending. NEPA reflected profound skepticism of the postwar federal infrastructure regime, relying upon environmental impact statements to redirect bureaucracies from within. “Because of our wealth,” President Richard Nixon explained upon signing the bill, “we can afford all the things that pollute the air, pollute the water and make this really a poisonous world . . . .” As the *Washington Post* editorial board complained,
"Mr. Nixon said nothing about money for recovering and preserving the environment."

68 The laws that followed NEPA were costly but reflected a similar outlook. The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970 created an elaborate regulatory architecture for achieving air quality standards.69 The Clean Water Act accomplished something similar for abating discharges into federally governed waters.70 Both these laws (and especially the latter) also appropriated funds for research and development of pollution controls.71 But the statutes’ fiscal initiatives were mostly excluded from environmental law’s ambitions as a field of study and practice.

That environmental lawyers emphasized regulation is not entirely surprising, but it was a choice. In some limited cases, fiscal policy was a significant mechanism for confronting ecological crisis. The Johnson administration had included the environment among the priorities of the Great Society. 1960s legislation provided for the federal acquisition of natural resources72 and for federal investments in urban mass transit.73 Several years later, and just before his untimely death, United Auto Workers President Walter Reuther similarly called for the automobile industry “to join with the government and . . . with other industries in developing a modern mass transportation system all over America.”74 Reuther’s Earth Day speech followed several years of environmental advocacy by the UAW, including calls for federal investments in cities and for union contracts requiring emissions reductions.75 Even as late as 1972, Stewart Udall, the former secretary of the interior, argued, “Less investment in highways means more money for efficient public transportation, more open space, more investment in cheap, fast intercity trains.”76

Environmental law’s regulatory orientation is partly explained by environmentalists’ drive for consensus. The early 1970s saw the first signs of the New Deal Democratic coalition’s fracture.77 These political pressures, along
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with stagflation and oil crises later on, pushed those in power toward fiscal restraint. But environmentalists sought unanimity even before they felt these constraints. Environmental law scholars Brigham Daniels, Andrew Follett, and Joshua Davis emphasize that politicians in 1970 viewed clean air as “an issue that’s better than motherhood.” “Vietnam, civil rights, and Soviet tension may all have been out of reach,” Daniels and his coauthors explain, “but cleaning the air seemed to be attainable, and gains could be measured and seen.” Even environmental radicals sought unanimity. “Ecologists,” one chronicler wrote, “tend to ignore political barriers; their enemy is man himself.” Not every means of reducing pollution, however, offered an “issue around which the hippies and the Hickels might unite.” For this reason, regulation held special appeal. Federal pollution standards benefitted the United States’ cities immensely—a fact not lost on their congressional champions. But the regulations implemented did not substantially alter the country’s political geography or political economy. Mass-transit spending might have helped reverse suburbanization; labor law reforms might have nudged unions toward Reuther’s environmentalism. For all their benefits, air-pollution standards did neither.

Regulation could also serve this consensual role because it had become easier and because its goals were limited. By 1970, the federal administrative state had begun a “rulemaking revolution” that altered New Deal governance even as it perpetuated its regulatory structure. The number of notices of proposed rulemaking published each month in the Federal Register, for example, increased steadily throughout the 1960s, nearly tripling over the course of the decade. This change corresponded to a widespread desire among legal elites for what Judge Henry J. Friendly called “better definition of standards” by federal administrative agencies. And as Judge Friendly made clear, prospective
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standards were beneficial because they limited governmental discretion, thereby providing predictable background conditions for economic activity. Here, Judge Friendly quoted the former Vichy lawyer Georges Ripert. Others might have put the point in Coasian terms. In either case, regulation’s explicit premise was the primacy of private ordering.

Environmental regulation’s circumscribed ambitions reflected its affinities with earlier Progressive reforms. Here, Sabin’s passing remark that Nader came out of “a longer progressive tradition” (p. 32) is suggestive. Though “Progressivism” is difficult to define in ideologically coherent terms, those who called themselves “Progressives” at the beginning of the twentieth century frequently embraced a professionalized politics of reform. Progressives, as an influential account from Nader’s heyday put it, were often members of a “new middle class.” This middle class, anxious about social upheaval, “sought continuity and predictability” through “rules with impersonal sanctions.” Much the same was true for later environmental activists. Nader, for example, framed pollution regulations as a necessary response to “a breakdown in law and order.” This breakdown, he claimed, was akin to the “anarchy” of “the streets,” so prominent in lawyers’ minds amid the tumult of the Sixties. “Continuity and predictability” once required the Pure Food and Drug Act; now it demanded the Clean Air Act.

Environmental law built upon both Progressivism and the “rulemaking revolution” by expanding regulation’s scope. In 1985, the law professor Richard Stewart explained that under the “economic regulation” of earlier decades, “a regulatory agency controls most aspects of a particular industry’s business.” By contrast, under the “social regulation” that had emerged in the 1970s—which environmental regulation was the most important example—
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“an agency regulates only a limited aspect of the business activities of many industries.”97 For Stewart, as for those who had analyzed the “new ‘social regulation’” several years earlier,98 environmental law involved disquieting interference with the market. But in some ways, the new social regulation was more congenial to capitalism: limited regulation everywhere could substitute for public provision, preserving the basic political-economic structure while managing externalities.

Regulatory thought lent itself to a distinctive conception of “the environment.” The political scientist Lynton K. Caldwell, whose work influenced NEPA, wrote in 1963 that in theory “it matters little how environment is defined, provided it is defined comprehensively.”99 But in practice, this “comprehensive” definition was circumscribed by the presumptions of regulation—presumptions that Caldwell himself shared. An “ecological” viewpoint, Caldwell wrote, was one “congenial to the scientist-administrator who prefers decisions based on verifiable facts, for example, to those based on political fiat.”100 Caldwell argued that the “ecological” perspective must be integrated with the political and economic “market.” But he made clear that the environment required a distinctive form of “administration.”101 A decade later, the legal scholars Bruce Ackerman and James Sawyer offered one vision of Caldwell’s view at the level of institutional design. Their work assumed “the perspective of a hypothetical social engineer charged with . . . designing a set of institutions that promises to handle ‘best’ the complex problems of environmental regulation posed by a major interstate river.”102

B. Legalism as Morality

Environmental law was not defined only by its reliance upon regulation but also by its legalistic moral orientation. Public-interest lawyers were often not just activists who used the courts, but intellectuals who developed their political visions through law. These visions were powerful when first conceived, but they depended upon the legal system’s reliable moral prestige—prestige that proved fleeting for environmentalists.
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I use “legalism” to invoke two related ideas. First, the political scientist Robert Kagan describes “adversarial legalism” as an institutional structure. Legalism in his definition means “party-and-lawyer-dominated legal contestation.”¹⁰³ Second, the political theorist Judith Shklar characterizes legalism as an “ethical attitude,” one that “holds moral conduct to be a matter of rule following, and moral relationships to consist of duties and rights determined by rules.”¹⁰⁴ Shklar’s analysis is illuminating but should be expanded. Legalism as an “ethical attitude” may hold moral conduct to be defined not just through “rules,” but also through the full set of social practices that constitute law. With Shklar in mind, we might see that Kagan’s “adversarial legalism” is often a moralized project, not simply a strategic choice among means for pursuing predetermined ends. Indeed, legalism may valorize any process that assumes away the disagreements endemic to political life in the name of law’s rule.¹⁰⁵

Shklar’s analysis indicates that while politics is inevitably legalistic to some degree, one can speak of degrees (and, one might add, varieties) of legalism.¹⁰⁶ Politics, of course, cannot do without law over the long term: Congress—to take the simplest case—is a legally constituted body, and to propose a political program is usually to propose legal change. Describing politics as “legalistic” (or not) will therefore always be fraught. Nonetheless, the law’s role varies in its prominence and character. Indeed, as I discuss further in Section III.C., environmental law’s initial legalism was historically anomalous. Professor Adrian Vermeule, for example, argues that administrative law has now “abnegated its authority, relegating itself to the margins of governmental arrangements.”¹⁰⁷ Law is still “constitutive of the administrative state” today, he insists, but “only in a thin sense.”¹⁰⁸ Similarly, Professors William Eskridge and John Ferejohn posit that, unlike several decades ago, the constitutive principles of environmental law currently include deference to agency experts.¹⁰⁹

Early environmental law, however, was conceived in quite-different terms. Leading 1960s legal scholar Charles Reich, for example, responded to the New Deal order’s defects by calling for a new “law of the planned society.” By this, he meant a set of processes adequate for choosing public values, given that “agencies [were] to be our new legislatures.”¹¹⁰ Reich’s proposals found resonance in the public-interest lawyers’ aspiration, so well documented by Sabin, to make regulation “government proof” (ch. 5). Only law, and not or-
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ordinary politics, could guarantee “bodily rights” against car crashes and air pollution (p. 23). This is not to suggest that Reich or others drew sharp conceptual boundaries between law and politics. Indeed, Reich insisted that they were intertwined. Yet these theorists nonetheless thought that in some measure “the environment” could and should elude politics’ grasp.

Environmental thinkers of many intellectual stripes shared legalistic ideas. Some, including Reich, understood environmental law as protecting private interests rather than “the public interest.”” “The ‘public interest,’ ” Reich wrote, “no matter how democratically arrived at, no matter how broadly conceived, is not an adequate concept of society.” Instead “the Bill of Rights,” as interpreted in Griswold v. Connecticut, must furnish the “starting point” for further safeguarding individuality. The law professor E.F. Roberts extended Reich’s analysis, calling for the courts to find in Griswold “a personal right to a decent environment.” That Reich and Roberts both invoked the contraception case was no accident. As lawyer David Sive explained, drawing upon Roberts’s essay, Griswold seemed to herald a new, liberal role for substantive due process. Lochner had been forgotten, replaced by “the right to look at the [unquarried] mountain.”

Others, such as lawyer Victor Yannacone, embraced “the public interest” yet still remained legalistic. Yannacone joined Roberts and Sive in advocating for environmental constitutional rights but insisted those rights should be “public” rather than “personal.” Yannacone’s vision, as he explained in a brief, was one of “judicial supremacy.” This meant not just that courts should have ultimate interpretive authority but also that they should exercise broad supervisory power over government. Yannacone acknowledged that litigation was “inefficient and cumbersome.” Nonetheless, he retained his faith that “[t]he courtroom [was] the last arena where the individual citizen can meet mighty government or big business and hope to survive.” This was a
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reason to turn to the courts while “[w]aiting for Washington.” But—as the omission of the judiciary from “Washington” suggests—Yannacone’s premises could also underwrite the frank embrace of judicial review as “essentially an anti-democratic process.”

Some sought to harmonize judicial supremacy with public prerogatives by casting litigation as democratic. Roberts argued that “the Court is only able to lead in constitutional development when the people will recognize a constitutional restatement as essentially their own.” And with concern for the environment proliferating, the “intellectual environment” seemed to him “propitious” for such innovations. The law professor Joseph Sax offered a different but related argument. In his view, court-issued injunctions against agency actions could function “essentially [as] judicial remand[s] to the legislature.” So understood, environmental litigation involved “citizens . . . com[ing] to the least democratic of the branches of government to make democracy work.” Despite their substantial differences, both Roberts and Sax thought “the environment” needed to be removed from ordinary politics to realize democracy’s promise. Both, it seemed, held on to the heroic image of the courts even after Earl Warren’s day had passed.

Environmental law in practice reflected these legalistic visions from the outset. In two well-known cases, for example, environmentalist plaintiffs invoked the nondelegation doctrine to challenge federal statutes. And in one of those suits, the American Civil Liberties Union of Southern California sought judicial recognition of the “fundamental right to retain and enjoy the aesthetic beauty of natural resources reasonably free of obstruction and pollution.” Even lawyers who emphasized collective interests over private rights placed similar faith in the judiciary. The New York Times welcomed such
suits promising to expand constitutional protections "beyond property."\footnote{127}{Editorial, Beyond Property, N.Y. TIMES, July 15, 1969, at 38.}

But, as the \textit{Washington Post} recognized, these legal challenges relied upon "personal property rights" even if they extended those rights to "the environment."\footnote{128}{Editorial, Conservation and Property Rights, WASH. POST, July 20, 1969, at B6.} "It seems highly improbable," the \textit{Post}'s editorial board observed, "that this complex problem will be solved by courts relying upon an enlarged concept of the principle of due process of law."\footnote{129}{Id.}

Even after these early litigation experiments faded, legalism's legacies remained. In 1975, Richard Stewart described the rise of a new "interest representation" model in administrative law.\footnote{130}{See generally \textit{Stewart, The Reformation of American Administrative Law}, supra note 15.} Expanded standing to sue, greater rights to participate in agency proceedings, and "hard look" judicial review of administrative decisions—all reflected the aspiration to saturate bureaucratic decisionmaking with law. Yet this aspiration’s appeal rested upon the rejection of political "right answers,"\footnote{131}{For (the administrative) process to be successful in a particular field, it is imperative that controversies be decided as 'rightly' as possible, independently of the formal record the parties themselves produce." (quoting \textit{JAMES LANDIS, THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS} 39 (1938)).}—which is precisely what had made consensus through regulation seem feasible. "Interest representation," Stewart explained, rejected any "objective basis for social choice." "Public interest' lawyers actually represent important but unorganized private interests rather than some transcendent collective interest in the national welfare."\footnote{132}{\textit{Stewart, The Reformation of American Administrative Law}, supra note 15, at 1683 n.67.}

Environmental legalists also bequeathed to their field their own conception of "the environment." Judicial articulation of the personal right to a decent environment, Roberts wrote, "would require every agency of government, whether a local zoning board or a federal home-mortgage lending agency, to review their plans to make certain that their activities did not actually exacerbate the deteriorating environment."\footnote{133}{\textit{Roberts, The Right to a Decent Environment}, supra note 114, at 163.} So understood, issues were "environmental" when they involved the expanded property rights heralded by the \textit{New York Times}.\footnote{134}{\textit{Cf. Strycker's Bay Neighborhood Council, Inc. v. Karlen}, 444 U.S. 223, 228 (1980) (per curiam) (treating effects of siting low-income housing as "environmental" for the purposes of NEPA's assessment requirement).} Roberts's proposed right, of course, was never federally recognized. But NEPA and its state analogues came to serve much the same function.\footnote{135}{Beyond Property, supra note 127.} Presumptions drawn from constitutional jurisprudence thus came to describe the proper subject matter for a "national environmental policy."
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C. Environmental Law as Short-Lived Synthesis

Environmental law as constructed in the 1960s and ’70s did not last long. Commitments to regulation in policy and to legalism in morality initially combined in productive tension. But the two visions soon came apart: regulation endured while legalism faltered. For liberals who had depended upon law—and especially upon the judiciary—for their ideas, the judiciary’s conservative turn proved devastating. Environmentalists “held the line” against Reaganism (p. 179) and later threats. But with their original moral vision defeated, environmentalists were indeed unable “to create a coherent alternative to market-oriented conservatism” (p. xiv).

Environmental regulation persisted in part because it was never fundamentally challenged. Sabin celebrates environmentalists’ successes in preserving their gains against the New Right. Within the “sharply polarized climate” of the early Reagan years, “the nonprofit sector surged as an external force” (p. 178). That the Natural Resources Defense Council, the Sierra Club, and other groups could mobilize in resistance vindicated Nader’s vision of “countervailing power.” By 1981, “public lobbyists” had fortunately gained some power.136 But threatening as the Reagan administration was, its policies remained within the existing paradigm. For administration officials James Watt and Anne Gorsuch, the central choice really was between more regulation and less.137 Reagan’s appointees left no doubt where they stood.138 Yet, in continuing to frame the debate in terms of the degree of regulation, they did not entirely abandon the vision of earlier environmental advocates. In this respect, what Professor Richard Lazarus calls “[t]he Reagan Revolution that wasn’t”139 was not quite so revolutionary even in its conception. Within these ideological limits, “the scope of environmental protection” could even “dramatically expand[]” through the 1980s.140

Environmental legalism, by contrast, faced fatal threats. Here the greatest danger was not the New Right, but the Burger Court. In environmental law’s early years, the federal judiciary had been largely amenable to legalism. In 1971, Judge J. Skelly Wright proclaimed the judicial duty “to see that important legislative purposes, heralded in the halls of Congress, are not lost or misdirected in the vast hallways of the federal bureaucracy.”141 Twelve years later, then-Judge Antonin Scalia quoted Wright’s opinion to show how far
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astray the judiciary had gone in its “long love affair with environmental litigation.” In fact, the affair was already over. In cases such as Warth v. Seldin and Vermont Yankee, the Supreme Court had curtailed judicial oversight of environmental policymaking. Chevron was soon to follow. Today, environmentalists have made their peace with these decisions. Indeed, deference to administrative agencies may serve their ends more often than not. But the Court had nonetheless stripped the legal process of its liberal clout. “As the fates would have it,” E.F. Roberts lamented in 1975, “the times ceased to be propitious” for environmental legalism.

By the early 1980s, “party-and-lawyer dominated legal contestation” survived, but without the “ethical attitude” that once animated it. Environmental law thus became the technocrat’s “search for environmental quality.” In 1971, an article in Volume 1 of the Ecology Law Quarterly called for expanding citizen standing to sue as a democratic prerogative. Representative Morris Udall’s Introduction to Volume 10 of the same journal struck a different note. In the short term, Udall wrote that court cases would be “vital battles in the war to preserve and institutionalize environmental ethics.” But in the longer term, he hoped that “cooperation, or at least mutual respect” would replace “confrontation” between industry and environmentalists. Richard Stewart criticized regulation through litigation and offered a cooperative vision. He advocated for “abandon[ing], wherever feasible, centralized command and control regulation in favor of economic-based incentive systems.” This market-based vision soon caught on. Udall and Stewart, then, disagreed about whether to mourn or to celebrate legalism’s defeat, but both saw that environmental law’s future lay beyond the courts.

Environmental justice advocates offered a different path forward. Many early environmental lawyers saw “the environment” as posing problems of bureaucratic and industrial thoughtlessness. Others, however, saw it as presenting questions of power. “Our rich white brothers,” said one speaker in an Earth Day skit presented by activist and organizer Freddie Mae Brown and the St.
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Louis Metropolitan Black Survival Committee, “never cared at all” about the problems of pollution “until they started calling them environmental problems and saw that the mess in the food, water, and air wasn’t just killing poor folk but was killing them too.”

This critique persisted and expanded through the 1970s and ’80s as social-scientific research further revealed the scope of injustice. In a landmark 1987 report, the United Church of Christ emphasized that, though Black and other “racial and ethnic communities” were deeply concerned with environmental issues, “the environmental movement . . . has historically been white middle- and upper-class in its orientation.” Because of this narrow focus, communities of color suffered unequally from environmental harms. This political problem demanded a political solution: the United Church of Christ called not only for new regulatory directives but also for voter registration campaigns to empower those affected.

These challenges have now gained new salience as environmental regulation’s limits have become more apparent. Environmental law in the United States has been no small achievement. The regulatory regimes first built in the 1970s helped avert looming crisis, endured the Reagan administration’s assaults, and hold still-untapped resources for confronting today’s threats. But in the face of looming climate catastrophe, environmental law as it exists today is not enough. President Biden and congressional Democrats have begun to recognize this: even as they have proposed new regulations, they have focused much of their proposed environmental agenda on wielding the fiscal power of the federal government. Indeed, it seems many liberals, along with those further left, have begun abandoning “environmentalism,” preferring instead to speak in terms of “climate.”
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aspirations for mass mobilization around a “Green New Deal.” But mainstream proposals for a “Civilian Climate Corps” suggest new concern for empowering ordinary citizens in the fight for a livable planet.

CONCLUSION

**Public Citizens** argues that public-interest liberals helped unmake the New Deal order from within. But as I have shown, their greatest victories were in fact on “big government’s” behalf. To understand the influence of public-interest liberalism, we should focus less on how its proponents undermined the state, and more on how they transformed it. Public-interest liberals, I have suggested, were centrally committed to regulation in public policy and to legalism in political morality. In the environmental field, the synthesis of regulation and legalism proved short-lived, as liberals were unable to muster a convincing vision after the courts turned against them.

With this history in view, we can now better understand New York’s congestion pricing debacle along with the broader challenges it represents. Congestion pricing, it turns out, is not an entirely new idea. Just after Congress passed the Clean Air Amendments of 1970, lead sponsor Senator Edmund Muskie declared that the bill would “require that urban areas do something about their transportation systems... [and] the development of public transit systems.” The report of Muskie’s committee was even more explicit: “[c]onstruction of urban highways and freeways may be required to take second place to rapid and mass transit and other public transportation systems. Central city use of motor vehicles may have to be restricted.” Muskie almost certainly envisioned something closer to “command and control” than to “economic-based incentive systems.” But either way, the Clean Air Act did not quite do what he said: any statutory restrictions upon vehicular traffic would be indirect at most, imposed through the churn of state and federal administration.

The problem, of course, was not only that the Clean Air Act failed to restrict “central city use of motor vehicles.” One year earlier, Muskie had decisively influenced another environmental statute: NEPA. He could not
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have foreseen that his two legislative achievements might conflict decades later.

History presented one more irony. Soon after Muskie’s statement, President Nixon signed the Clean Air Act into law. That same day, Nixon approved five other bills, including the latest highway bill. Just as Congress demanded sweeping environmental regulations, it appropriated over $14 billion in new funding for the country’s open roads, helping to ensure the automobile’s continued dominance.165

Here in 1970 were the seeds of New York’s—and the country’s—present dilemmas: regulation, legalism, and federal spending, all combined for good and for ill, with consequences unpredicted by their champions. Perhaps the real tragedy, then, was not that liberals unwittingly undermined “big government,” but that they failed to see all that liberalism offered for building a more-sustainable world.
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